This newsletter brings you a brief report about the work of the Chesterton Institute during 2010, and an overview of the continuation of our work, upcoming programmes and projects which can become a reality with your financial support.

The continuing development of the Institute's work in Europe and South America is certainly one of them. This year for the second consecutive year we had conferences in France and in Spain. In early November our fifth annual conference series took place in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and the sixth annual conference series in Chile brought us to the prestigious Chilean Naval Academy Arturo Prat in Valparaiso; to the oldest private university in Chile Universidad Gabriela Mistral in Santiago, and to their campus in the Chilean Patagonia in the city of Puerto Varas. It has been an extraordinary year of conferences with hundreds of people attending the events and with many young students—a new generation of Chestertonians.

As the interest in Chesterton continues to grow around the world so does our publication The Chesterton Review which in 2010 was published in English, Spanish, French with the Portuguese version ready to go to print.

May I make a direct appeal for your financial support for this on-going work? Though we receive occasional grants for specific projects, our yearly budget still requires the help provided each year by readers of The Chesterton Review. The subscribers of our journal form a fellowship, and for almost forty years, your donations—large and small—have enabled us to continue our work of bringing Chesterton's wisdom to a world which is more badly in need of it than it has ever been.

Thank you,

Ian Boyd, C.S.B.
G. K. Chesterton Institute for Faith & Culture
2010 Programmes
Celebrating the Centenary of *What's Wrong With the World*

Jan. 29-30 & Feb 5 & 6  
**Programme Series: Saints & Sleuths IV**
“Catholic Life in Literature” @ Seton Hall University

March 25  
**Conference: Chesterton & Holy Cross: Eighty Years Later**
College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, MA

June 11-12  
**Conference: What’s Wrong With the World**
Russell Kirk Center, Mecosta, MI

September 7-October 2  
**Art Exhibit: Driving Without Destination**
Walsh Gallery @ Seton Hall University

September 17-21  
**Conference Series: Spain**  
*What’s Wrong With the World*  
San Sebastian, Pamplona & Madrid

October 2  
**Symposium: Driving Without Destination**
Walsh Gallery @ Seton Hall University

October 4  
**Lecture: Chesterton @ Notre Dame: Eighty Years Later**
University of Notre Dame, IN

October 14  
**Conference: Chesterton & Péguy: The Urgency of Conversion**
Institut Catholique de Paris, France

November 4-7  
**Conference Series: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil**  
*St. Thomas Aquinas & Chesterton* @ Niteroi  
*What’s Wrong With the World* @ St. Bento’s Monastery

November 8-13  
**Conference Series: Chile**  
*What’s Wrong With the World*  
Valparaiso, Santiago and Puerto Varas

December 16  
**Lecture: Chesterton & Eliot: Prophets of our Time**  
co-sponsored with Crossroads Cultural Center  
@ Fordham University, NY

---

2010 Publications of *The Chesterton Review*

*English Edition*  
Vol. XXXVI, Nos. 1 & 2, Spring Summer 2010 — June 2010  
Vol. XXXVI, Nos. 3 & 4, Fall Winter 2010 — December 2010

*Spanish Edition*  
Vol. IV, No. 1 — September 2010

*French Edition*  
Vol. I, No. 1 — October 2010

*Portuguese Edition*  
Vol. II, No. 1 — December 2010
G. K. Chesterton Institute for Faith & Culture
2011 Upcoming Programmes
Celebrating the Centenary of the Fr. Brown Stories on the theme of:
Fr. Brown: Moral & Social Parables of our time—a centenary appraisal

January 21, 22, 28 & 29  
**Programme Series**: Saints & Sleuths V  
“Catholic Life in Literature” @ Seton Hall University  

April 8  
**Lecture**: Chesterton’s Fr. Brown: Moral and Social Parables  
co-sponsored by Crossroads Cultural Center  
@ the Catholic University of America, Washington D.C.  

May 12 & 13  
**Conference**: Chesterton: The Global Economic Crisis  
@ University of Zadar, Croatia  

May 16-21  
**Conference Series**: Italy  
Chesterton’s Fr. Brown: Moral and Social Parables  
Rome, Segni, Florence and Verona, Italy  

June 26-July 9  
**Summer Study Abroad**: Oxford, UK  
The Foundations of Christianity: England  
co-sponsored with the Center for Catholic Studies  
@ St. Benet’s Hall, Oxford  

July 2  
**Conference**: Celebrating the Centenary of  
The Ballad of the White Horse — Oxford, England  

August 7-21  
**Summer Study Abroad & World Youth Day**: Spain  
The Foundations of Christianity: Spain  
co-sponsored with the Center for Catholic Studies  
Pamplona & Madrid  

Fall 2011  
**Conference**: Chesterton & Fr Brown  
Spain—Date: TBA  

**Conference**: Chesterton & Fr Brown  
Latin America: Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Uruguay—Date: TBA  

**Conference**: Chesterton’s Fr. Brown  
@ the Bernanos Centre, Paris, France — Date: TBA  

2011 Publications of The Chesterton Review

**English Edition**  
Vol. XXXVII, Nos. 1 & 2, Spring Summer 2011 — June 2011  
Vol. XXXVII, Nos. 3 & 4, Fall Winter 2011 — December 2011  

**Spanish Edition**  
Vol. V, No. 1 — Fall 2011  

**French Edition**  
Vol. II, No. 1 — Spring 2011  

**Portuguese Edition**  
Vol. III, No. 1 — Fall 2011  

If you would like more information about our programmes  
please contact: 973 275 2431 or by email: chestertoninstitute@shu.edu  
We also invite you to visit our website at: www.shu.edu/go/chesterton/  

Would you consider donating to the Summer Study Abroad Scholarship fund and help a student experience the 2011 Summer Study Abroads in England and Spain?  

Please remember The Chesterton Review and the work of the G. K. Chesterton Institute for Faith & Culture in your will. The Chesterton Institute needs your support, and a bequest would be an effective way of providing that help.  

Our legal title is: G. K. Chesterton Institute for Faith & Culture  
400 South Orange Ave, South Orange, N.J. 07079  

“From Here to Here” by Larry Ross, acrylic on artboard, 20”x30”, 2010  
Exhibit “Driving Without Destination”
Support for the G. K. Chesterton Institute for Faith & Culture and The Chesterton Review

We acknowledge and thank our major supporters and recent donors: Sean & Marjorie Flanagan, Rosetta & Samuel Giuliano, Ken & Irene Hickman, Fred Hill, John Gregory Odom, Lady Blanka Rosensteil, and many others whose support is greatly appreciated.

Donations from our supporters allowed the Institute to award scholarships to students to attend the Summer Study Abroad programmes in England and Australia in 2005, 2007 and 2009.

To find out how you can support the Institute and its programs, please contact 973.275.2431 or by email: chestertoninstitute@shu.edu

Summer Study Abroads 2011

Students from Seton Hall University will participate in the 2011 Summer Study Abroad Programmes:

- Foundations of Christian Culture and World Youth Day, Spain

Students reside, study at and take a two week, 3 credit intensive course. The course surveys history, literature and philosophy relevant to English and Spanish Catholic and Christian culture, with co-curricular programs and excursions to major sights. This program is open to all university students and is sponsored by Seton Hall's Center for Catholic Studies, the G. K. Chesterton Institute for Faith & Culture. Sponsorship for this past year’s program was generously provided by the Center for Vocation and Servant Leadership at Seton Hall, a Lilly Endowment funded program and the Fr. Walter Debold Scholarship Fund.

Chesterton Conferences in Brazil
Niteroi and Rio de Janeiro
November 2010

Chesterton Conferences in Chile
Santiago, Valparaiso & Puerto Varas
November 2010

Chesterton Conferences in Chile
Santiago, Valparaiso & Puerto Varas
November 2010

Chesterton Conference at the
College of the Holy Cross—March 2010

Chesterton Conference at the
Russell Kirk Center—June 2010

Chesterton Conference in Paris at the
Institut Catholique—October 2010

Chesterton Conference at the
University of Navarra, Pamplona, Spain—September 2010